Field observations, petrography, geochemical data and the results of K-Ar dating are presented for alkaline intrusions at the former township of Doupov (Duppau) in the central part of the Doupovské hory Volcanic Complex (DHVC). The Doupov Intrusive Complex (DIC) is a very limited in area (< 2 km 2 ) but is petrographically highly variable. Several phaneritic rock types have been identified, including clinopyroxenite (both the clinopyroxenite-dominated breccia and xenoliths in younger intrusive phases), essexite, sodalite-bearing monzodiorite, sodalite monzosyenite to nepheline-sodalite syenite, and highly mafic to felsic nephelinolites (melteigite-ijolite-urtite). These rocks are accompanied by vent breccias, and a thermal and metasomatic aureole with zones of pervasive phlogopitization. Phaneritic intrusions and their host rocks are cut by thin aphanitic dykes ranging from mafic alkaline lamprophyres to felsic trachytes and phonolites. All the intrusions are characterized by undersaturated alkaline compositions with high abundances of incompatible elements. Geochemical variations and also subtle differences in the isotopic compositions of Sr and Nd suggest that the less undersaturated essexitic rocks and sodalite syenitoids do not form a common evolutionary line with highly undersaturated nephelinolites. Nephelinolites are isotopically close to the "European Asthenospheric Reservoir" or the "Common Mantle Reservoir" compositions and interaction of their parental magmas with the continental crust was negligible. Magmatic evolution of nephelinolites with "dry" mineral assemblages was dominated by fractionation of clinopyroxene accompanied at the early stage by olivine, and later by titanite, magnetite and apatite. Essexite is isotopically more different though still within the field of mafic lavas from DHVC and other volcanic complexes in Central and Western Europe. Either its parental magma originated in heterogeneous mantle with more distinct lithospheric signature or this magma reacted with the continental crust during its ascent and fractionation. Sodalite monzosyenite displays significantly higher 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ratios and its parental magma probably interacted even more intensively with the crustal rocks. The K-Ar ages of phaneritic intrusive rocks from Doupov are c. 30-29 Ma. Intrusions are older than the tephrite-basanite and foidite lavas forming the upper parts of the DHVC. The rock association resembles that accompanying many carbonatite intrusions around the world. However, brecciation and high-temperature metasomatic overprint including the extensive phlogopitization may be related to ijolitic magma. Nevertheless, the presence of carbonatite at some deeper level cannot be excluded.
Introduction
Many alkaline volcanic complexes around the world are accompanied by phaneritic intrusive members, some of them also with carbonatites. Such intrusions of plutonic appearance are rather rare within the volcanic complexes associated with the European Cenozoic Rift System. These were described namely from the Kaiserstuhl situated within the S part of the Rhine Graben (Germany), where ultramafic to felsic highly undersaturated intrusive rocks are accompanied by both intrusive and volcanic carbonatites (Wimmenauer 1974; Keller 1981) .
The Bohemian Massif contains two large volcanic complexes including subvolcanic intrusions -the larger České středohoří Volcanic Complex in the NE part and the less voluminous Doupovské hory Volcanic Complex (DHVC) in the south-western part of the Ohře (Eger) Graben (Fig. 1) . Present paper is focused on the DHVC whose intrusive members are still poorly known. These rocks crop out at the locality called Flurbühl (or Flurhübl in some older papers), a small hill (648.5 m above sea level) located in the close SW vicinity of the former small town of Doupov (Duppau). The locality is situated in the central part of the DHVC (Fig. 2) in the middle of a large military training area. This paper presents the most important data on the petrography, whole-rock major-and trace-element geochemistry and a limited number of Sr and Nd isotopic analyses for alkaline intrusive rocks of the Doupov Intrusive Complex. New K-Ar ages were also determined for selected samples. Additional data including mineral analyses are given in the Supplementary electronic material (Supplements S1 to S8). A more detailed study focusing on the mineralogical development of ijolitic rocks can be found in Haloda et al. (this volume) .
Geological setting

Doupovské hory Volcanic complex
The NE branch of the European Cenozoic Rift System (ECRIS, Dèzes et al. 2004 ) is formed by the Ohře (Eger) Graben. It runs across the western part of the Bohemian Massif in the ENE-WSW direction ( Fig. 1) , roughly following the Variscan suture between the Saxothuringian and Teplá-Barrandian domains of the Bohemian Massif (see Mlčoch and Konopásek 2010) .
In the south-western part of the Ohře (Eger) Graben is situated the Doupovské hory Volcanic Complex (DHVC) covering an area of nearly 600 km 2 . Several geological units join in the basement of the DHVC in the form of a heterogeneous crustal mosaic. The Saxothuringian Unit (paragneisses, felsic granulites, orthogneisses, mica schists, and phyllites) extends in the basement of the DHVC from the north as far as to the Střezov and Petrov Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks covering the Teplá-Barrandian Unit basement. Formation of the DHVC started during the Lowermost Oligocene (mammal zone MP-21: Fejfar and Kaiser 2005) and lasted up to the Lower Miocene. The complex consists of alkaline volcanic rocks, namely foidites, basanites and tephrites. Weak erosion preserved superficial products dominated by sequences of mafic lavas with subordinate concomitant volcaniclastics, whereas the subvolcanic systems mostly remained hidden.
The DHVC was formerly interpreted as a huge stratovolcano (e.g., Zartner 1938; Šantrůček et al. 1967; Kopecký 1987-88) . However, voluminous pyroclastic material was produced only during the early stages of volcanic evolution (Hradecký 1997) . Subsequent, almost purely effusive activity from a number of local vents (e.g., Hradecký 1997; Cajz et al. 2006 ) and sequences of gently dipping lava flows forming the upper parts of the DHVC (e.g., Rapprich and Holub 2008) , indicate a cluster of shield volcanoes rather than a single stratovolcano.
Doupov Intrusive complex
The occurrence of relatively coarse-grained, subvolcanic intrusive rocks originally referred to as theralites in the close south-western vicinity of Doupov has been known since the beginning of the 20 th century (Becke 1900; Wiesbaur 1901; Bauer 1903) . For a long time, these intrusions were considered to mark the position of a major stratovolcano conduit or "volcanic centre" within the "central crater" or caldera (e.g., Šantrůček et al. 1967; Kopecký 1988) . Kopecký (1988) briefly described the major intrusion at Doupov as a vertical stock 450 × 100 m in a NW-SE elongated outcrop, which is composed largely of essexite, locally grading to theralite. This stock is surrounded by pyroxenite and pyroxenite breccia built by partially phlogopitized augite and penetrated by small dykes of nepheline to sodalite syenite. Another variety of pyroxenite has been characterized as jacupirangite dominated by clinopyroxene and also containing about 30 % nepheline, opaque minerals and an accessory amount of garnet. Kopecký (1988) estimated the total outcrop area of the complex including marginal pyroxenites to be c. 1300 × 300 m.
The whole composite intrusion is called the Doupov Intrusive Complex (DIC) in this paper. Its size is definitely larger and the distribution of the various rock types appears much less regular compared to Kopecký's description. We have found rocks assigned to, or believed to be genetically linked with, the DIC at and around the Flurbühl Hill within an area of c. 1500 × 1200 m.
Contacts of the intrusive rocks are not exposed. Weathered vent or diatreme breccia containing phlogopite megacrysts occurs adjacent to the eastern border of phaneritic intrusive rocks and perhaps represents the immediate host rock of intrusions. This breccia brought abundant amphibolite xenoliths, originally interpreted as an outcrop of basement rocks (Zartner 1938) . Fine-grained breccia is present secondarily in the DP-3 borehole located close to the NW border of DIC. Breccia-looking but otherwise massive rocks are present also in the roof of phaneritic intrusions. These observations imply the possibility that massive intrusions were emplaced into a pre-existing diatreme.
The coordinates of the sampling sites and their location within proposed outline of the DIC are given in Supplements S1 and S2. Sampling sites including two drillings (DB-2 and DP-3) from 1968 are commented in Supplement S3.
Analytical methods
Mineral chemistry
The composition of the anhydrous rock-forming minerals was studied using the CamScan 3400 electron microprobe (Czech Geological Survey, Prague) at an operation current of 2.5-3 nA, voltage of 15 kV and 100 s counting time. An Energy Dispersive System (EDS -Link ISIS 300) was employed to acquire quantitative analyses. The foid minerals were analysed by a defocused beam to omit alkali loss during the analyses. The advantage of real-time control on running EDS analyses was crucial for study of the feldspathoid composition, as the stability of the alkali signal could have been controlled simultaneously with the analysis.
The (OH, F)-bearing minerals (micas and amphiboles) were analysed largely using the Cameca SX 100 wavelength-dispersive electron microprobe at the Geological Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. The operation current was 10 nA and the voltage 15 kV. The diameter of the focused beam varied from 1 to 2 µm.
Selected mineral analyses are tabulated in the supplementary electronic material.
Whole-rock geochemistry
Samples were analysed for major-and trace-element contents in the Activation Laboratories, Ltd. (Ancaster, Ontario). Prior to the analysis, the samples were mixed with a lithium metaborate and lithium tetraborate flux and fused in an induction furnace. The melt was poured into a solution of 5% nitric acid containing an internal standard, and mixed continuously until completely dissolved. The samples were run for major oxides and Sc, Sr, Ba, V on a combination simultaneous/sequential Thermo Jarrell-Ash ENVIRO II ICP-OES or a Spectro Ciros ICP-OES; all the remaining trace elements including REE were determined using the Perkin Elmer SCIEX ELAN 6000 or 6100 ICP-MS. The estimated analytical uncertainties for concentrations of <100 ppm vary from element to element but are commonly better than ± 10 %. Detailed tables of control analyses of reference materials together with certified values are available as supplementary electronic material.
Moreover, selected samples were also analyzed for major elements by wet chemistry in the laboratories of the Czech Geological Survey (Prague Barrandov). When available, these wet analyses are preferred.
Whole-rock analytical data were processed using the Geochemical Data Toolkit (GCDkit) (Janoušek et al. 2006 ). 
sr-nd isotopes
k-ar dating
Three selected whole-rock samples and two samples of separated phlogopite were dated using the potassium-argon method. The geochronological analyses were performed in the ATOMKI Laboratories, Debrecen, Hungary. After acid digestion and 0.2M HCl dissolution of the samples, the potassium content was determined by flame photometry with a Na buffer and Li internal standard. Measurements were checked by inter-laboratory standards (Asia 1/65, LP-6, HD-B1 and GL-O). Argon was extracted from the samples by radiofrequency fusion in Mo crucibles under vacuum conditions. A 38 Ar-spike was added to samples prior to gas-cleaning in Ti and SAES getters and liquid nitrogen traps, respectively. The isotope ratios of argon were measured in the static mode using a 15 cm radius magnetic sector-type mass spectrometer in Debrecen. Balogh (1985) and Odin (1982) described the methods employed in detail. Age calculations were based on constants proposed by Steiger and Jäger (1977) . Results of K-Ar dating are given with 1σ errors.
Petrographic types
Overview of the petrographic variability
Within the limits of the DIC, we have found vent or diatreme breccias with phlogopite megacrysts and basement xenoliths, heterogeneous breccias cemented by a fine-grained rock resembling dense basanitic lava (Fig.  3a-b) , clinopyroxenite breccias infiltrated by syenitic veinlets (Fig. 3c) , variable mafic to felsic nephelinolites, essexites, foid monzodiorite and foid monzosyenite dykes with variable mafic to clinopyroxene-dominated ultramafic xenoliths (Fig. 3d-e) . Moreover, these breccias and phaneritic intrusive rocks are crosscut by thin aphanitic dykes with lamprophyric and trachytic to phonolitic compositions (Fig. 3f) . Similar dykes also occur in the surrounding lavas.
Phaneritic intrusive rocks consist of various combinations and proportions of clinopyroxene (diopside), hornblende (kaersutite to pargasite), biotite (phlogopite to magnesian biotite) and olivine as mafic minerals. Nepheline, sodalite sensu lato (including nosean, haüyne), plagioclase and K-feldspar (sanidine) are the main felsic minerals. Typical accessory minerals are magnetite, ilmenite, titanite and apatite. Limited amounts of epidote, pyrite, analcime, calcite, and zeolite minerals may be present as alteration products of post-magmatic origin. However, most samples are practically devoid of lowtemperature minerals.
Magmatic mineral assemblages are both "dry" (lacking significant amounts of hydrous mafic minerals like hornblende) and "wet" (involving abundant hornblende and/or biotite). Typical mineral assemblages of the individual rock types are presented in Tab. 1. Modal analyses of representative samples are given in Tab. 2. Microprobe analyses of main groups of mafic rock-forming minerals (clinopyroxene, hornblende and biotite) can be found in the Supplementary electronic material (Supplements S4-6).
nephelinolites (melteigite-ijolite-urtite)
Nephelinolites were found as loose blocks in the eastern and western marginal parts of the complex. They are absent both around the summit of the Flurbühl Hill and in the DB-2 borehole. The colour indices of nephelinolites are highly variable, enabling us to distinguish olivinebearing melteigite (melanocratic variety, probably referred to as jacupirangite by Kopecký 1988) , ijolite and, finally, urtite with less than 30 vol. % of mafic minerals (see Le Maitre et al. 2002) . Leucocratic rock classified as urtite (leucocratic nephelinolite) has been found only as a small loose block (sample DR051B). Nephelinolites a b c d f e Fig. 3 Field photos of studied rocks. a-b -Vent (?) breccia from the roof of the DIC (wall of a wayside shrine on the top of the Flurbühl Hill); c -Clinopyroxenite breccia intruded by thin veinlets of sodalite syenite (drill core DB-2); d -Essexite-sodalite monzosyenite intrusive breccia; e -Essexite-dominated intrusive breccia crosscut by a dyke of sodalite monzosyenite; f -Hornblende-rich essexite intruded by aphanitic trachyte to phonolite (drill core DB-2). Bar is 10 cm, coin 2.5 cm in diameter. Rapprich (2005) . He concluded that large crystals of clinopyroxene from essexite compositionally resemble phenocrysts in tephritic lavas and display the same evolutionary trend. The compositions of aluminian diopside in the cores and titanian aluminian subsilicic diopside in marginal parts of crystals are typical.
Amphiboles only rarely found in ijolite to melteigite correspond to kaersutite with 5.3-6.3 wt. % TiO 2 .
urtite
Urtite DR051B is a greyish-white rock macroscopically similar to fine-grained syenite. Felsic constituents are dominated by euhedral nepheline (0.2-0.6 mm; Fig. 4b) , subordinate sodalite or yellowish products of its alteration, and interstitial K-feldspar. Clinopyroxene in small subhedral grains is variable in colour (Z -brown-violet to greenish) and corresponds to diopside with Mg/(Mg + Fe + Mn) = 0.57-0.78. Small grains included in euhedral nepheline are rich in TiO 2 and Al 2 O 3 (up to 9.3 and 5.8 wt. %, respectively), whereas discrete grains in the matrix are poor in these oxides. Matrix diopside may be more magnesian, perhaps due to contemporary crystallization of magnetite. The contents of Na 2 O and the aegirine component are generally low (commonly less than 1.2 wt. % and 4.5 mol. %, respectively). Scarce mica (several small anhedral grains per thin section) corresponds to phlogopite with less magnesian cores (Mg/Fe 1.3-1.5) and highly magnesian rims (2.9-4.7). This "inverse" type of zoning of both phlogopite and clinopyroxene reflects the increasing oxidation and co-precipitation of magnetite. Titanite, magnetite, and apatite (<1 vol. %) are accessory minerals.
Essexites
Essexitic rocks are common in limited outcrops W and N of the Flurbühl hill-top but very subordinate in the DB-2 borehole. Essexites display typically "wet" mafic mineral assemblage with abundant hornblende and great textural and mineralogical variability. Large amphibole crystals ( Fig. 3f) are important for the appearance of relatively coarse varieties of the rock. Abundance of amphibole is the major criterion for distinguishing essexitic rocks from mafic nephelinolites in the field.
Most typical essexite samples are composed of clinopyroxene, amphibole, biotite (phlogopite to magnesian biotite) and various amounts of plagioclase (labradorite to andesine), K-feldspar and nepheline. Some varieties contain variously altered sodalite instead of nepheline; the presence of a limited amount of analcime is much less common. Magnetite, titanite and apatite are the most common accessory to minor constituents.
Clinopyroxene is subhedral to almost euhedral and strongly zoned with evolutionary trends similar to those in tephritic lavas (Rapprich 2005) . The almost homogeneous crystal cores of diopside low in TiO 2 are surrounded by oscillatory growth zones of titanian diopside with purplish colour (Fig. 4c) . Hornblende ( Fig. 4d ) is commonly larger (up to 7 mm in some varieties) and constitutes individual poikilitic crystals as well as overgrowths on clinopyroxene. The predominant parts correspond to kaersutite and titanian pargasite. It is deep reddish brown along the Z-direction, and there are marginal zones that are deeply brownish-green coloured. The filling of the spaces between the mafic phases is dominated by large, tabular to anhedral plagioclase, accompanied by irregularly distributed interstitial K-feldspar and nepheline.
Many essexite samples display irregular mineral distribution with patchy concentrations of minerals. In some thin sections (e.g., DI3), small (several mm in diameter) patches of ijolitic assemblage clinopyroxene + nepheline are present, surrounded by common "wet" assemblages rich in hornblende. 
sodalite monzodiorite and similar varieties
Sodalite-bearing monzodiorite occurs as small (<1 m) medium-to fine-grained dykes intruding clinopyroxenite breccias and other rocks in drill-core DB-2. The rock is dominated by plagioclase and the amount of interstitial K-feldspar is highly variable. Mafic minerals consist of clinopyroxene and biotite, whereas hornblende occurs only rarely as inclusions in some plagioclase grains. Sodalite-bearing monzodiorite (Fig. 4e ) may gradually pass into sodalite-bearing or sodalite monzonite.
sodalite-bearing monzosyenite to nepheline-sodalite (monzo)syenite
Sodalite-bearing to sodalite monzosyenite constitutes one relatively thick (~4 m) dyke exposed within a small old quarry NW of the summit Flurbühl (DI-4). Findings of rare homogeneous syenitic blocks (e.g., DR054) argue for existence of another relatively wide dyke(s) in the area. There are almost ubiquitous, innumerable, very thin dykes and veinlets crosscutting other rock types (Fig. 3c ).
Relatively homogeneous syenitoids are felsic rocks dominated by sanidine, with less abundant plagioclase (andesine to oligoclase-andesine, commonly overgrown by sanidine), variable amounts of the sodalite group mineral(s) (nosean to sodalite, commonly euhedral but frequently altered) and rarely also nepheline (DH1322). Mafic minerals are minor and represented by dark mica (phlogopite to magnesian biotite; e.g., DH1322), brown hornblende (DR054) or by a combination of clinopyroxene, hornblende and mica (TV54). Accessory minerals consist of euhedral titanite, magnetite, ilmenite and tiny acicular apatite. The grain-size is variable but lengths of K-feldspar laths ~1-3 mm are common. In a weakly porphyritic variety of sodalite syenite, plagioclase forms cores of K-feldspar phenocrysts ( Fig. 4f ) set in a finer grained, nearly trachytic matrix.
Thin dykes and veinlets (1-X0 mm in width) are commonly irregular, inhomogeneous and frequently rich in sodalite, especially in the marginal parts.
clinopyroxenites and clinopyroxenite breccias
These rocks are very poorly exposed. On the present surface, they occur mostly as small xenoliths in other intrusive rocks or as small loose blocks without known original position. However, clinopyroxenites are the most widespread rock type in drill core DB-2 and seem to represent the oldest recognizable rock group intruded by sodalite-bearing monzodioritic to syenitic rock types and aphanitic dyke rocks. Clinopyroxenites consist essentially of subhedral to anhedral clinopyroxene, which corresponds to almost unzoned or only weakly and irregularly zoned diopside. Clinopyroxene is commonly accompanied by variable amounts of phlogopite and magnetite, and much less frequently also apatite. Kaersutitic amphibole is present in some clinopyroxenite xenoliths (Fig. 5a ) associated to essexite and sodalite syenite and representing ultramafic cumulate.
Clinopyroxenites in the DB-2 borehole are variable in grain size and texture even on a thin section scale. Phlogopite and magnetite are commonly present in various amounts (Fig. 5b) . Some samples also contain apatite, pyrite and other minerals.
Brecciation of clinopyroxenites is accompanied by shattering of individual pyroxene grains. These crystals display an irregular network of microcracks marked by very fine phlogopite. Phlogopite may also form clusters of relatively coarse, often deformed flakes, in places with abundant and very sharp kink bands oriented in various directions (Fig. 5c ).
Small felsic pockets (several mm in diameter) and veinlets are dominated at the margins by a sodalite mineral or its alteration products involving carbonate. The inner parts may approach the composition of sodalite syenite. These pockets and veins are frequently rimmed by kaersutitic amphibole and/or phlogopite, which partially replace the surrounding clinopyroxene grains.
4.7. phlogopite-clinopyroxene metasomatic rock ("pseudolamprophyre") and other products of thermal and metasomatic aureole
Phlogopite-rich rock of lamprophyric appearance (macroscopically resembling coarse minette) occurs as large blocks at the eastern border of the DIC in close spatial association with ijolitic rocks and a thin dyke of nepheline-sodalite syenite. However, the microtexture strongly contrasts with lamprophyres and corresponds to a product of a metasomatic process superimposed on a pre-existing igneous, probably volcanic rock. Phlogopite flakes 1 to 10 mm and also clinopyroxene megacrysts (1-4 mm) are surrounded by a fine-grained, extremely inhomogeneous matrix. Phenocrystic clinopyroxenes are strewed with a network of microcracks invaded by fine-grained phlogopite ( Fig. 5d ) in the same manner as in clinopyroxenite breccias. "Phenocrystic" phlogopite may be deformed and, in places, partly replaced by fine-grained phlogopite aggregates. Other relatively large phlogopite crystals are undeformed but markedly poikilitic with minute clinopyroxene and magnetite inclusions. The matrix is fine-grained and inhomogeneous with some small domains highly dominated by phlogopite (Fig. 5e ) and other completely devoid of this mineral, composed of pale greenish-yellow clinopyroxene (0.015-0.05 mm) with subordinate interstitial sodalite or its alteration products (zeolites with dispersed carbonate). Magnetite is minor, while iron sulphides and apatite represent accessory constituents.
The other samples are much poorer in fine phlogopite with mica forming individual poikilitic grains. Their fine-grained matrix is mostly "dry" with clinopyroxene dominating over fine magnetite and interstitial sodalite or K-feldspar plus sodalite. There are also irregular veins with a predominance of poikilitic K-feldspar enclosing many small euhedral inclusions of sodalite. Exactly the same fine-grained rock with scattered poikilitic flakes of phlogopite was found as small xenoliths in the sodalite monzodiorite dyke from the DB-2 borehole.
Breccias from the top of Flurbühl, i. e. located higher than essexite outcrops, contain fragments X mm to 10 cm in size corresponding to highly variable fine-grained clinopyroxene-phyric mafic rocks that may represent chilled intrusive varieties of tephritic to basanitic composition and also monchiquitic lamprophyres. These fragments and also olivine and clouded clinopyroxene xenocrysts are cemented in a dense, aphanitic but highly inhomogeneous matrix resembling a microbreccia that was affected by thermal recrystallization. This matrix is characterized by the presence of finely scattered and locally concentrated biotite (Fig. 5f ).
This unusual breccia type probably represents the fill of a pre-existing explosive conduit which was thermally reworked and metasomatized in the roof of the phaneritic alkaline intrusions.
lamprophyric dykes
Thin dykes (1 cm to > 0.5 m) of lamprophyric rocks were found in abandoned drill-cores from the DP-3 borehole. The DB-2 drill-core contains lamprophyric rocks within the clinopyroxenite-dominated breccia as small, very irregular bodies that may be dykes or fragments.
Lamprophyres from DP-3 are aphanitic to fine-grained with very sharp, strongly chilled contacts. They contain phenocrysts of phlogopite, clinopyroxene and rare olivine 0.5 to 3 mm across. The groundmass contains various proportions of small acicular or blade-shaped crystals of phlogopite, amphibole and/or clinopyroxene set in a felsic matrix dominated by analcime, with dispersed fine-grained calcite and magnetite, and frequently also K-feldspar. There are common occurrences of carbonatebearing zeolitic pseudomorphs, possibly replacing sodalite. Some samples contain small round ocelli rimmed with tangentially arranged biotite and filled by analcime, carbonate, and frequently brown amphibole needles in a very fine felsic matrix.
Felsic aphanitic dykes: trachytes to phonolites
Trachytes, sodalite-bearing trachytes and phonolites were found as thin, very irregular dykes in drill-core DB-2. They are porphyritic with very fine-grained to aphanitic groundmass and consequently resemble effusive rocks. Judging from their textural features, these dykes intruded the already cold host rocks. Trachytic varieties contain mafic phenocrysts of clinopyroxene plus hornblende or clinopyroxene (diopside) plus biotite. Other phenocrysts are sanidine and plagioclase (andesine to oligoclase) with sanidine overgrowths, in most cases also sodalite mineral(s), less frequently apatite and titanite. Some samples contain higher proportion of the sodalite mineral and pass into sodalite phonolite.
Sample DH745 from the NW vicinity of the Doupov Intrusive Complex represents an unusual variety of dyke phonolite with abundant euhedral phenocrysts of haüyne set in an extremely fine to cryptocrystalline, probably devitrified matrix. Clinopyroxene, which forms minute microliths, is rich in the aegirine component.
Whole-rock geochemistry
Selected representative whole-rock major-and trace-element analyses are presented in Tabs 3 and 4. A larger set of analyses, including those from the literature, is used for construction of variation diagrams (Figs 6-7) and other geochemical plots including that with chondritenormalized rare-earth element patterns (Fig. 8) .
The analysed ijolitic rocks with "dry" mineral assemblage are strictly ultrabasic, extremely undersaturated with Ne + Lc + Cs ("larnite") in their CIPW norms, and metaluminous. The primitive nature of these rocks is expressed in the MgO contents, which are significantly higher than in essexites. Both melteigite DH1330 and ijolite DH1329 have very high contents of CaO with TiO 2 but their Na 2 O and K 2 O are lower than in essexites. Melteigite and ijolite plot into the picrobasalt (close to foidite) and foidite fields, respectively. When comparing "dry" melteigite and ijolite, the latter is lower in SiO 2 and MgO as well as compatible trace elements, namely Cr, but higher in TiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , total Fe, Na 2 O, K 2 O, P 2 O 5 and the whole spectrum of incompatible trace elements.
Olivine-phlogopite ijolite DR052 has MgO similar to the "dry" ijolite DH 1329 but is higher in chemistry is more primitive (high MgO, Cr) but otherwise similar to the essexites. Urtite (DR051B) is higher in silica (47.75 wt. %) and much higher in alumina (22 %) and alkalis (sum 13.7 %) compared to ijolitic rocks. It is highly undersaturated and dominated in the CIPW norm by Or and Ne. It is also metaluminous, although the molar (Na 2 O + K 2 O)/Al 2 O 3 ratio is moderately elevated (0.83). Of the incompatible trace elements, Ba, Sr, Zr, Nb and Ta are strongly enriched, not only compared to mafic rocks, but also to the sodalite syenite. Compared with the rest of the dataset, this sample displays the lowest Ti/Nb (30) and has a highly superchondritic Zr/Hf ratio (66). No negative Eu-anomaly was observed (the slightly elevated Eu/ Eu* value of 1.05 may be due to analytical uncertainty).
Essexites are alkaline, ultrabasic, rarely also basic, but invariably undersaturated (Ne-normative) rocks. The silica contents are in the range of 40.6-48.7 wt. % in the uncorrected analyses and 41.6-49.4 wt. % (mostly < 45 %) after recalculation to a volatile-free basis. The contents of MgO vary from 6.3 % in the most primitive variety to 4.4 % in the most evolved one. The mg values calculated as 100Mg/(Mg + Fe total ) decrease with MgO from 48 to 40. At the same time, the contents of Al 2 O 3 and both Na 2 O and K 2 O increase, the latter from 2.4 to 3.4 wt. %. The K 2 O/Na 2 O ratios equal 0.75-0.92. The contents of TiO 2 and P 2 O 5 decrease with decreasing MgO and they behave as compatible trace elements. All highly incompatible elements including Rb, Ba, Th, U, Nb, Ta, and LREE have high contents, typically c. 100× enriched in respect to the "primordial mantle" composition (Fig. 9) .
Sodalite monzosyenite TV54, together with an older silicate analysis from the same locality (Shrbený 1982; values in parentheses), plots into the trachyandesite (or tephriphonolite) field of the Total Alkali-Silica diagram The grey field includes all samples apart for the sodalite-phyric phonolite dyke (DH745) from a locality NW of the DIC (Fig. 1) . Normalization values are from Boynton (1984) . (Fig. 6) . It is an alkaline intermediate rock containing 56.00 (54.75) wt. % SiO 2 and 10.2 (11.4) wt. % of total alkalis with the K 2 O/Na 2 O ratio of 1.14 (1.03). Sodalite monzosyenite is geochemically similar to trachytic rocks occurring as rare dykes in the surrounding lava sequences. It is metaluminous and An-normative with molar (Na 2 O + K 2 O)/Al 2 O 3 < 1 (0.74). Normative Ne is low (~ 3.5 wt. %) and the CIPW norm is dominated by Ab and Or. Syenite is poor in compatible trace elements Cr, Co and Ni; V is rather high (136 ppm) although about three-times lower than in essexites. The contents of mantle-incompatible trace elements are roughly similar to those in essexite except for Rb, Cs, Pb, Th, and U, which have greatly elevated contents. Syenite displays only a weak negative Eu-anomaly (Eu/Eu* ~ 0.9, Fig. 8 ).
Phlogopite-clinopyroxene rock ("pseudolamprophyre") DH1321 is ultrabasic and highly magnesian (even more than melteigite). In a strong contrast to other mafic samples, it has ultrapotassic composition with K 2 O/Na 2 O approaching 4. The contents of numerous trace elements are similar to other highly mafic rocks, except for Sr, Zr, Hf, Th, U and LREE, which are the lowest in the whole dataset.
Isotopic composition (Sr-Nd)
The results of isotopic analyses are listed in Tab. 5. Isotopic data display subtle variations. The initial 143 Nd/ 144 Nd ratios, back-calculated for reference age of 30 Ma, display minimal differences (0.51268-0.51279). The initial 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ratios fall within a broader range between 0.70358 and 0.70487. The lowest value of 87 Sr/ 86 Sr (0.70358) was found for urtite (DR051B). The "wet" rock varieties tend to higher 87 Sr/ 86 Sr (>0.7042), whereby the sodalite monzosyenite has the highest ratio (0.70487).
Mafic phaneritic rocks isotopically correspond to the published Sr-Nd data for lavas of the DHVC. Felsic varieties of both phaneritic and aphanitic intrusions display greater scatter (Fig. 10) , perhaps due to lack of isotopic data from equivalent felsic lavas. 
K-Ar geochronology
Three bulk samples of intrusive rocks (melteigite, essexite and sodalite syenite), one metasomatically reworked igneous rock ("pseudolamprophyre") and also phlogopite megacrysts separated from vent breccia on the eastern margin of the DIC were dated using the K-Ar method (Tab. 6).
All these five age determinations resulted in a very narrow time span from about 30.1 ± 1.1 to 28.0 ± 0.9 Ma and rank among the oldest published ages for the whole DHVC (cf. Ulrych et al. 2003; Rapprich and Holub 2008) .
The new K-Ar ages are nearly identical within analytical errors and cannot reflect temporal relations between individual intrusive pulses. The sodalite monzosyenite (30.00 ± 0.94 Ma) is, in fact, geologically younger than essexite (27.96 ± 0.89 Ma), even though their K-Ar ages are statistically undistinguishable.
Discussion
comparison of the Doupov Intrusive
complex with other alkaline intrusive complexes associated with cenozoic volcanic activity in the bohemian Massif
české středohoří
Shallow subvolcanic intrusive bodies of essexite, rongstockite (Ne-normative clinopyroxene-biotite monzodiorite) and sodalite syenite compositions from several localities within the so-called Roztoky Intrusive Centre or "main volcanic centre of České středohoří" are well known (e.g., Hibsch 1899 Hibsch , 1902 Ulrych et al. 1983; Ulrych 1998; Ulrych and Balogh 2000) . Except for numerous dyke rocks displaying broader scatter of K-Ar ages, the major intrusive bodies forming the so-called "Hypabyssal Weakly Alkaline Series" range from 33.1 to 28.2 Ma (Ulrych and Balogh 2000) . Even though there is some non-systematic scatter, most of the data fall close to 30 Ma. Despite the apparent parallelism in petrographic features of the essexitic and sodalite syenitic rocks in the two areas, some compositional differences do exist. The average composition of the Roztoky essexite is, e.g., higher in SiO 2 but lower in CaO and P 2 O 5 , whereas sodalite syenite is lower in SiO 2 but higher in CaO and P 2 O 5 (see Ulrych 1998; Ulrych and Balogh 2000) compared to our analyses from Doupov. There is also a tendency towards lower K 2 O/Na 2 O in the intrusive rocks from the Roztoky Intrusive Centre.
Xenoliths of plutonic alkaline rocks (hornblendite to amphibole clinopyroxenite, nepheline syenite) and also products of various stages of fenitization were found in the vent breccia of Košťál near Košťálov at the S margin of the České středohoří (Kopecký 1966; Kopecký et al. 1970) . Nephelinolites and larger bodies of clinopyroxenite in situ (except for small clinopyroxene-rich xenoliths) were not reported from the České středohoří area.
loučná
Xenoliths up to 10 cm in size of phlogopite-bearing alkali clinopyroxenite and ijolite to urtite were described from the Loučná-Oberwiesenthal Volcanic Centre in the Krušné hory (Erzgebirge) Mts. (Ulrych et al. 2005 (Pfeiffer et al. 1990 ) or 76.6 to 28.1 Ma (Ulrych et al. 2005) , most likely due to problems with trapped excess argon. Perhaps the most reliable age determination for a pyroxenite xenolith and thus also the host nephelinite is 29.7 ± 1.2 Ma (phlogopite from a clinopyroxenite xenolith; Ulrych et al. 2005) . Therefore, at least some of the coarse-grained xenoliths were roughly contemporaneous with members of the Doupov Intrusive Complex. However, in contrast to the geological position of phaneritic rocks from Doupov, clinopyroxenite to ijolite and urtite xenoliths from the Loučná-Oberwiesenthal Volcanic Centre are currently interpreted as being derived from a (layered) mafic alkaline complex underplating the Variscan felsic basement at the crust-mantle boundary (Ulrych et al. 2005) or which was situated within the deep crust (Ulrych et al. 2006) . Published and newly presented geochronological data thus lead to interestingly similar ages for all the three centres -Roztoky, Loučná and Doupov -containing phaneritic alkaline rocks of plutonic appearance. Compositionally variable intrusive rocks from Doupov can be considered as counterparts of both the Hypabyssal Weakly Alkaline Series sensu Ulrych and Balogh (2000) from České středohoří and the highly undersaturated plutonic rocks forming xenoliths in the Loučná Volcanic Centre.
compositional relations between intrusive rocks and lavas of the DHVc
Essexitic and ijolitic rocks from the Doupov Intrusive Complex roughly correspond to basanites-tephrites and foidites, respectively (see, e.g., analyses of lavas in Shrbený 1982). Also the ranges of Sr and Nd isotopic compositions in intrusive rocks (except for Sr in syenite) are the same as those for "basaltic" lavas from the DHVC published by Vokurka (1997) . However, there is an apparent tendency towards a higher "Total Alkali" parameter in intrusive rocks from Doupov (Fig. 6) . This is largely due to higher K 2 O contents in the mafic intrusive rocks compared to compositionally similar lavas of the DHVC. This contrast can be explained by distinct mineral assemblages and their ability to fix potassium. Lavas containing glass and/or leucite are susceptible to low-temperature alterations involving exchange of alkalis with water and replacement of leucite by analcime; as a consequence, many lavas of the DHVC display a partial loss of K (cf. Rapprich 2003) . Contrary to lavas, phaneritic intrusive rocks have K 2 O fixed in amphiboles, biotite, K-bearing nepheline and K-feldspar. Their K 2 O contents may thus reflect the original contents in the parental magmas better than in the lavas. Some phaneritic rocks, however, may represent cumulates and their composition does not have to correspond to that of the original magma. Moreover, the composition of intrusive rocks, namely those with "wet" mineralogy, may be affected by metasomatic processes leading to significant redistribution of elements. In the Doupov Intrusive Complex proper, we have to consider operation of potassic metasomatism, which is manifested by partial phlogopitization of clinopyroxene and some other minerals.
constraints on the mantle sources for mafic magmas
The alkaline, undersaturated compositions and the incompatible trace-element patterns with high contents of HFSE (see the multielement normalization "spider" plots, Fig. 9 ) are in accord with the anorogenic, extensional (rift-related) intraplate setting of the Doupov intrusive rocks as well as the whole DHVC and also a number of other volcanic complexes and occurrences over Western and Central Europe (see, e.g., Downes 1991, 2006; Lustrino and Wilson 2007) . The nature of the mantle sources can be evaluated from composition of the most primitive mafic igneous rocks. For instance, Lustrino and Wilson (2007) selected only analyses with MgO > 7 wt. %. These rocks are rare in the DIC and some of them are far from representing the original magma composition, being rather heterogeneous breccias, cumulitic or metasomatized rocks.
The most primitive mafic rocks in the DIC are highly mafic nephelinolites -melteigite (DH 1330) and ijolites (DH1329 and DR052). The latter sample is, however, "wet" with abundant mica and also geochemically different from the "dry" nephelinolites.
Mafic melts with various degrees of undersaturation can be theoretically derived from a homogeneous peridotitic source by various degrees of partial melting; such simple relationships between mafic magmas occurring even within a limited area are, however, seldom the case (Bogaard and Wörner 2003) and an origin in geochemically heterogeneous mantle sources must be taken into account.
Although mafic nephelinolites and essexites share many geochemical features, there are some subtle differences, e.g., in their Zr/Hf ratios (Fig. 11) and also in evolution of this parameter towards more fractionated rocks. There are two evolutionary trends, one involving the more undersaturated nephelinolites and their counterparts among dykes, the other consisting of essexites and relatively less undersaturated felsic rocks. Systematic differences also appear in some other elemental ratios, such as Ce/Pb, Nb/U (both being higher in nephelinolites) and Ba/Nb (higher in essexites), which apparently confirm some distinctness of the two rock varieties. Dupuy et al. (1992) islands in terms of carbonatitic metasomatism in their mantle source. According to Fujinawa and Green (1997) , these increased Zr/Hf ratios may reflect not only the mantle source metasomatically overprinted by interaction with carbonatite fluid, but also the presence of residual hornblende in the source domain. On the other hand, David et al. (2000) came to the conclusion that not the mantle heterogeneity, but a different extent of melting may be the major factor controlling the Zr/Hf variations in primitive magmas.
Isotopic data (Sr and Nd) for rocks of the DIC do not deviate from those published for lavas of the DHVC, České středohoří and other alkaline volcanic rocks of the Bohemian Massif. They appear as relatively primitive in the whole isotopic data scatter for mafic lavas of the anorogenic Central and West European Cenozoic igneous province (Lustrino and Wilson 2007 (Fig. 10) .
Isotopic composition of urtite is very similar to highly mafic melteigite DH1330. The 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ratio of the urtite is even the lowest among all the analysed samples.
Therefore, the modification of urtite composition by contamination with continental crust was likely negligible. The highly undersaturated urtite can be interpreted as a fractionation product of the parental ijolitic magma.
The remaining samples have Sr isotopic compositions significantly more radiogenic. Such shift to higher 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ratios may imply contamination with more evolved crustal material. Increased Sr isotopic ratios (0.70443-0.70465) were documented from trachybasaltic lavas of the Upper Formation in the České středohoří Mts. and interpreted in terms of fractionation combined with crustal contamination (Cajz et al. 1999; Ulrych et al. 2002) . On the other hand, as demonstrated by Downes (2001), the compositional extent of enriched domains within the European lithospheric mantle spans up to 87 Sr/ 86 Sr ~ 0.706. This implies that even melts with such high values can simply be derived by partial melting of the local mantle source, without any assimilation of the crust. Therefore, the sole essexite sample displays a more apparent lithospheric signature in terms of its Sr isotopic ratio but its crustal contamination cannot be proved.
petrogenetic relations between various
phaneritic intrusive rocks in the Doupov Intrusive complex
Mafic nephelinolite
Nephelinolites are the most undersaturated rocks of the Doupov Intrusive Complex. The "dry" varieties form a distinct group that probably evolved separately and can be evaluated independently from the "wet" rocks.
The most primitive sample with mg ~ 62, Cr 278 ppm, Ni 100 ppm and Sc 62 ppm is melteigite DH1330. The composition of ijolite DH1329 is characterized by lower mg (53), Cr, Ni, and Sc (79, 60 and 43 ppm, respectively) and systematically higher contents of all the typically incompatible elements. If there is a direct petrogenetic link between these two compositions, we can consider three possibilities: (1) melteigite was derived from the ijolite magma through accumulation of mafic phases, (2) both ijolite and melteigite originated by crystal accumulation from a common parental magma, and (3) ijolite represents a more evolved composition generated from the parental melteigite magma by crystal fractionation. This latter scenario is preferred and modelled in detail by Haloda et al. (this volume) .
Going from melteigite DH1330 to ijolite DH1329, the drop in the Cr contents accompanied by a significant decrease in Ni and Sc are consistent with loss of ultramafic cumulates dominated by clinopyroxene but also containing some olivine at an early stage (see Haloda et al. this volume) . The fractionation model can even per-fectly explain the lower silica content in ijolite compared with melteigite, as the crystal extract has SiO 2 higher than the parental magma composition (see also the Total Alkali -Silica plot, Fig. 6 ). There are, however, some discrepancies in P 2 O 5 (being too high in ijolite) and in the enrichment factors of various strongly incompatible elements (e.g., LREE are enriched in the ijolite sample systematically more than K, Rb, Ba, Th and U). Cobalt with nearly the same contents in both melteigite and ijolite is also rather problematic; when we consider the high olivine/melt partition coefficient for Co (e.g., Lemarchand et al. 1987) , mildly incompatible behaviour of Co in the clinopyroxene/liquid equilibrium is required. The distribution of Cs is quite erratic and cannot be modelled by crystal fractionation.
urtite
Urtite is a highly undersaturated felsic rock type and could seldom be petrogenetically linked with the much less undersaturated rocks of the Doupov Intrusive Complex. Therefore, we propose derivation of urtite from a more mafic and highly undersaturated magma of ijolitic or melteigitic composition. However, the geochemical features of urtite correspond to a highly evolved melt and the compositional gap between ijolite and urtite or melteigite is too large for quantitative modelling of fractional crystallization.
When we compare the compositions of urtite and melteigite, the enrichment factors of incompatible elements (concentration in urtite/concentration in melteigite) are very variable. The highest value (6.43) is displayed by uranium, which can be considered to be an "almost perfectly" incompatible element during fractionation. Uranium is closely followed by Sr (5.95), Ba (5.58), Nb (5.46) Th (5.28), and Ta (4.91). Urtite is also highly enriched in Na (5.16) and K (4.94) but less enriched in Cs (3.5) and Rb (3.1). Even lower enrichment factors are typical of Zr (1.90) and Hf (only 1.11). Both LREE and HREE are moderately enriched whereas the middle rare earth elements (MREE) are depleted in urtite compared to melteigite.
The highly superchondritic Zr/Hf ratio combined with very low Sc content in urtite (Fig. 11) argue for strong fractionation of clinopyroxene in the same manner as in alkaline basaltic magmas from oceanic islands (see David et al. 2000) . This is caused by the significantly higher partition coefficient for Hf than for Zr in clinopyroxene (e.g., Lemarchand et al. 1987; Hart and Dunn 1993) . The effect could be further enhanced by co-precipitation of titanite and magnetite.
Urtite displays a weak tendency towards a convexdown curve of chondrite-normalized REE concentrations in Fig. 8 . This feature is enhanced and much more obvious in Fig. 12 , where normalization with the most primitive melteigite is employed. Here it is apparent that the origin of the convex-down curve for ijolite requires fractionation of some mineral with strong preference for the middle rare-earth elements (MREE). Green and Pearson (1986) and Lemarchand et al. (1987) have shown that the convex-down partitioning pattern with strong favouring of the middle rare earths (MREE) is typical of titanite. Moreover, titanite strongly favours Ta and its fractionation will increase Nb/Ta ratio in the melt (Tiepolo et al. 2002 ). An increase in Nb/Ta is also observable in urtite. As titanite in variable amounts and relatively large, well-shaped crystals is typically present in our rocks, we consider its significant role in the relatively late stages of the fractionation process to be proven.
The increase in the silica content towards urtite cannot be explained by fractionation of clinopyroxene alone and the effect of titanite is insufficient due to its limited quantity. Therefore, fractionation of the mineral phases with low or negligible SiO 2 is required. The most important candidate is magnetite, which was definitely accompanied by a limited amount of apatite, as the only explanation for the obvious decrease in P 2 O 5 .
Evolution of melteigite magma represented by DH1330 to the composition of urtite DR051B through fractionation of the above-mentioned anhydrous minerals cannot explain the variations in K, Rb and Cs. Either phlogopite/biotite concentrating Rb and Cs played a subordinate role or these three elements were partially redistributed in a fluid phase.
The strongly undersaturated dyke of phonolite DH745 representing the only sample of peralkaline chemistry is also isotopically close to phaneritic nephelinolites. It can be considered to be an extremely evolved composition (the mg value is only about 10) derived by prolonged fractional crystallization from a nephelinolitic parental magma to similar to that for the urtite. Its very high Zr/ Hf, very strongly convex-down REE pattern and greatly increased Nb/Ta ratio argue for advanced clinopyroxene and titanite fractionation during a late evolutionary stage of felsic alkaline magma. The subtle decrease in Al 2 O 3 and the origin of the weakly peralkaline character may be due to late fractionation of haüyne.
Essexite
Essexites are typically "wet" and their most mafic samples have MgO ~ 6 wt.%. Their low mg values (< 48.5) as well as low Cr and Ni are far from values typical of primary melts equilibrated with the mantle sources and indicate significantly more evolved composition compared to mafic nephelinolites. Essexites are less undersaturated than nephelinolites and it is highly probable that also their parental mafic magmas shared this feature. The relatively low Ni and mg values in essexites as a group argue for prior separation of olivine-rich cumulates, which would be left within a deeper magma chamber or at the walls of deep channels for magma ascent. The chemical changes from the most to least mafic varieties of essexites may be attributed to the fractionation of clinopyroxene accompanied by some titanite, magnetite, and apatite. However, the existence of considerable scatter in elemental abundances and ratios is inconsistent with a simple evolutionary trend common for all the analysed varieties of essexitic rocks.
sodalite monzosyenite
In contrast to urtite, which is similarly evolved in terms of low mg values and contents of compatible elements, sodalite monzosyenite is much less undersaturated. Moreover, it is poorer in some incompatible elements, namely Ba, Sr, Nb, and Zr but richer in some others, especially Rb. Moreover, the rock displays a weak negative Eu-anomaly. Such geochemical features are interpreted in terms of a different parental magma (weakly undersaturated) and fractionation of feldspars as well as mafic minerals.
Although there is some geochemical affinity to the group of essexitic rocks, a true genetic relationship can hardly be established. Syenite is definitely intrusive into essexites at the present erosion level and the possible existence of a common parental magma at depth is obscured by younger processes. The isotopic composition of the sodalite monzosyenite TV54 is significantly shifted away from the CMR field towards the magmas of dominantly lithospheric sources or contaminated by crustal material (Fig. 10 ). As such a composition has no counterpart among more mafic rocks from the whole DHVC (including essexite TV52), this shift may be ascribed to limited contamination by the (upper) continental crust.
Small volumes of sodalite syenite forming thin dykes and veinlets in mafic and ultramafic rocks may have locally evolved from dykes of sodalite monzodiorite. Insufficient data are currently available for these rocks.
clinopyroxenite and clinopyroxenite breccia
Due to their extreme composition and by analogy with many other alkaline complexes over the world, clinopyroxenites may be considered to be ultramafic cumulates derived from mafic alkaline magmas. Their textural features argue for accumulation of magnetite, apatite and phlogopite in addition to the highly dominant clinopyroxene. Clinopyroxenites in the Doupov Intrusive Complex could be genetically linked to both the ijolitic and essexitic parental magmas. A genetic link with foidite and basanite-tephrite lavas is also possible. However, such a small and very shallow intrusive complex can hardly be interpreted as a magma chamber in which crystal fractionation processes could have operated effectively.
Another possibility is origin of clinopyroxenite cumulates within a long-lasting deeper magma chamber or a system of feeding channels, with subsequent explosive destruction of cumulates and quick transport of clinopyroxenite fragments and hot fluids as a fluidized system up to the present position. Some petrographic and geological features of clinopyroxenites are consistent with this idea, especially:
• extensive brecciation of clinopyroxenites, • very frequent presence of abundant microcracks within individual clinopyroxene grains, • strong deformation of large phlogopite flakes (cumulus mica) present in some samples, • relative temporal relations -where geological relationships are observable, clinopyroxenites behave as the oldest member of the complex (namely in the DB-2 drill core) and are intruded by sodalite (monzo-) diorite to sodalite syenite, • widespread evidence that these rocks were invaded by very hot fluids and melts shortly after but perhaps even during their emplacement.
8.5. presence of carbonatite intrusion beneath Flurbühl: fact or fiction? Kopecký (e.g., 1987 Kopecký (e.g., , 1987 Kopecký (e.g., -1988 Kopecký (e.g., , 2010 Kopecký et al. 1970) took great pains to demonstrate the presence of carbonatites in České středohoří Mts. Kopecký (1988) expressed his belief that carbonatite intrusions are also present below the Loučná and Doupov volcanic centres.
The DHVC was not found to contain any rock type that could be considered to be carbonatite. Therefore, we can discuss the problem only from these two viewpoints: (1) silicate rock association of the Doupov Intrusive Complex, and (2) record of metasomatic processes that could be eventually ascribed to carbonatite.
Rock association
The clinopyroxenite-foid syenite, melteigite-ijolite-urtite and also essexite-foid syenite are rock assemblages that are very frequently associated with intrusive carbonatites (Wooley 2003; Wooley and Kjarsgaard 2008) . The clinopyroxenite breccias are "classic" counterparts of many carbonatite intrusions of variable ages and in various parts of the world including, e.g., the Palaeozoic Kola carbonatite province of Baltica. Felsic alkaline rocks in carbonatite-silicate rock associations are either peralkaline nephelinolites and foid syenites including strongly agpaitic nepheline syenites, or metaluminous including miaskitic nepheline syenites and monzosyenites. Therefore, the fact that alkaline rocks from the DIC are metaluminous (apart from the dyke of the extremely fractionated sodalite phonolite DH745 with agpaitic chemistry) is not contradictory to potential presence of carbonatite.
Metasomatism
Carbonatite intrusions are typically accompanied by metasomatic aureoles of fenitized country rocks. Fenitization represents a variable, typically polyphase processes of alkali metasomatism progressively removing silica and producing alkali feldspars, commonly also alkali amphibole or aegirine, and occasionally nepheline; the overall character of fenitization may be sodic or potassic (Le Bas 2008 and references therein).
Potassic fenitization is commonly interpreted as being related with shallow carbonatite intrusions (see, e.g., Heinrich 1966; Gittins et al. 1975; Le Bas 2008) . Zones of potassic fenitization are also frequently associated with brecciation (Le Bas 2008). The presence of carbonate minerals in metasomatic rocks is not necessary and many typical fenites highly dominated by alkali feldspar (albite or K-feldspar) do not contain any. Kopecký (1988) mentioned finding a xenolith of carbonatized syenite fenite with relics of quartz replaced by carbonate in the DP-3 borehole. According to its character, such a xenolith could represent fenitized basement rock or clastic sediment from underneath the DHVC. However, no sample is available and no detailed documentation of the xenolith and its host-rock petrography has been published. No other fenitized xenolith has been identified among a number of basement xenoliths studied in the past decade.
The products of alkali metasomatic overprint on the alkaline igneous rocks are currently observable in the Doupov Intrusive Complex. Even though typical sodic metasomatism leading to albitization or the origin of Na-rich mafic minerals is definitely lacking at the present erosion level of the DIC, phlogopitization associated with brecciation of clinopyroxenites and some other rocks argues for the action of K-rich metasomatic fluids. This typically potassic metasomatism was pervasive; however, thin sections from the DB-2 drill-core document that it later changed to more channelized invasion of fluids producing essentially sodalite minerals accompanied by K-feldspar and minor apatite. The latter process closely preceded intrusions of innumerable veinlets of sodalite syenite and dykes of monzodiorite to sodalite monzosyenite.
An extreme result of strong pervasive phlogopitization is represented by the "pseudolamprophyre" that is spatially associated with olivine ijolite at the eastern margin of the DIC. Chemically, this "pseudolamprophyre" (DH1321) is similar to melteigite except for being even more mafic and particularly much higher in K but low in Na. Incompatible trace elements also display a very similar pattern with consistently lower contents in "pseudolamprophyre". Rubidium and Cs, which are enriched similarly to K, and also Ba, which is enriched much less than K, are the sole exceptions.
Although much less common than typical fenitization, extensive phlogopitization has been reported from many localities around the world for carbonatites that came into contact with highly mafic and ultramafic rocks (Heinrich 1966 (Heinrich , 1970 Gittins et al. 1975 ; Le Bas 2008, and many others). Gittins et al. (1975) considered phlogopitization of pyroxenites to be a special type of fenitization.
Sodalite is not a very common and important mineral in fenites, although such cases do rarely exist, e.g. around ferrocarbonatite at Swartbooisdrif in Namibia (Thompson et al. 2002; Drüppel et al. 2005) . However, those sodaliterich fenites have albite as the major mineral and the whole metasomatic alteration is typically sodic.
Pervasive phlogopitization together with the freshness of the phlogopite without any secondary alterations and the abundance of sodalite minerals in the DIC are noteworthy. The almost total absence of typical low-temperature minerals in phaneritic rocks including clinopyroxenite and heterogeneous breccias is a very interesting feature of the whole complex. The only exceptions are disseminated secondary carbonates partially replacing early sodalite minerals at the margins of the sodalite monzodiorite dykes and sodalite syenite veinlets, and also the presence of accessory epidote at the contacts, or in the close proximity, of these veins. Therefore, we assume that the fluids responsible for the origin of secondary phlogopite were high-temperature and of rather special composition.
Hot fluids responsible for metasomatism at Doupov might not necessarily be related to any hidden carbonatite intrusion. Metasomatic, frequently potassic aureoles are also known around highly alkaline intrusions of ijolitic composition. The ijolitic-type fluids have relatively low XCO 2 , high activities of alkalis, SiO 2 and Al 2 O 3 , and low activity of CaO (Morogan 1994), the characteristics compatible with origin of phlogopite in mafic rocks.
Ultimate resolution of the "carbonatite problem" in Doupov is, however, hardly possible without new drill hole(s) reaching significantly greater depths than those from the late sixties of the last century.
Conclusions
1. Phaneritic intrusive rocks from Doupov are more variable than those from the České středohoří Volcanic Complex. In addition to essexites, sodalite-bearing monzodiorites and sodalite monzosyenites with "wet" mineral assemblages, the Doupov Intrusive Complex also includes clinopyroxenites and highly undersaturated nephelinolites ranging from olivine melteigite to ijolite to rare urtite, predominantly with "dry" mineral assemblages. 2. As the phaneritic intrusive rocks (~ 30 Ma) are older than the overlying lava sequences, the Doupov Intrusive Complex provides proof for the polyphase evolution of the whole Doupovské hory Volcanic Complex. 3. The geochemical and isotopic data suggest that the less undersaturated "wet" essexitic rocks and the more undersaturated nephelinolites (melteigite-ijolite-urtite) with predominantly "dry" mineralogy evolved independently and their parental mafic magmas were derived from distinct mantle sources. 4. The melteigite-ijolite-urtite group is isotopically close to the "European Asthenospheric Reservoir" or the "Common Mantle Source". 5. Less undersaturated rocks display more pronounced lithospheric mantle source fingerprints. The sodalite monzosyenite may be also contaminated by rocks of the continental crust. 6. Fractional crystallization of both mafic groups was dominated by clinopyroxene with an increasing role of titanite and also apatite in the late stages. In contrast to sodalite syenite, the evolved urtite composition displays no indication of feldspar fractionation. 7. Clinopyroxenites may represent cumulates from both ijolitic and essexitic mafic magmas. Brecciation of clinopyroxenites and deformation of both clinopyroxene and phlogopite may be due to explosive release of hot magmatic fluids from an evolving deeper magma reservoir. Clinopyroxenite fragments were transported to a very shallow level and breccias were invaded by metasomatizing hot fluids and residual melts. 8. Some features of the Doupov Intrusive Centre (widespread brecciation, locally strong phlogopitization) are not contradictory to the former hypothesis assuming the presence of a carbonatite intrusion at depth, beneath the alkaline silicate intrusions. However, the source of metasomatizing fluids could have been the ijolitic magmas themselves.
